Spatial dynamics of lithiation and lithium plating during high-rate operation of graphite electrodes†
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The principal inhibitor of fast charging lithium ion cells is the graphite negative electrode, where favorable conditions for lithium plating occur at high charge rates, causing accelerated degradation and safety concerns. The local response of graphite, both at the electrode and particle level, when exposed to fast charging conditions of around 6C is not well understood. Consequently, the conditions that lead to the onset of lithium plating, as well as the local dynamics of lithium plating and stripping, have also remained elusive. Here, we use high-speed (100 Hz) pencil-beam X-ray diffraction to repeatedly raster along the depth of a 101 μm thick graphite electrode in 3 μm steps during fast (up to 6C) charge and discharge conditions. Consecutive depth profiles from separator to current collector were each captured in 0.5 seconds, giving an unprecedented spatial and temporal description of the state of the electrode and graphite’s staging dynamics during high rate conditions. The electrode is preferentially activated near the separator, and the non-uniformity increases with rate and is influenced by free-energy barriers between graphite’s lithiation stages. The onset of lithium plating and stripping was quantified, occurring only within the first 15 μm from the separator. The presence of lithium plating changed the behavior of the underlying graphite, such as causing co-existence of LiC₆ and graphite in the fully discharged state. Finally, the staging behavior of graphite at different rates was quantified, revealing a high dependency on rate and drastic hysteresis between lithiation and delithiation.

Broader context
Fast charging of electric vehicles (EVs) to achieve full charge within 15 minutes is recognized as a critical capability for their widespread uptake. Yet, fast charging the high energy density lithium ion batteries used in EVs leads to accelerated degradation and increased risk of failure. These undesirable outcomes are primarily due to lithium plating on the graphite negative electrode during fast charging, which is the foremost limitation that is preventing EVs from charging at a rate that is competitive with refueling a combustion engine vehicle. This work focuses on understanding the conditions that lead to lithium plating on graphite. Using high speed synchrotron X-ray diffraction, real-time depth profiles of the graphite’s lithiation stages are quantified during 6C charge (full charge in 10 minutes) at ambient temperature. The onset of lithium plating on the graphite is followed and can be linked to the state of the underlying graphite, facilitating a direct link between local operating conditions and the propensity of certain regions to undergo lithium plating. This clarifies the challenges faced by current high energy density electrodes and provides real-time data for guiding and validating electrochemical and multi-physics models for predicting lithium plating.

Introduction
High energy density lithium (Li)-ion cells with high-rate capability are recognized as a necessity for widespread uptake of electric vehicles. The ability to charge an electric vehicle quickly, to 80% state of charge (SOC) in 10 minutes, is commonly cited as an important milestone to achieve before their widespread uptake, along with energy densities of > 250 W h kg⁻¹ and discharge power densities of > 400 W kg⁻¹ at the cell level.
One promising approach to increase the energy density of Li-ion cells while using conventional cost-effective electrode materials, such as graphite and transition metal oxides, is to increase the ratio of active to inactive materials within the cell, hence manufacturing thicker electrodes relative to inactive components such as the current collector and separator. However, thick electrodes are counterproductive to improving rate capability as they impose transport limitations that deplete Li ions in the electrolyte nearer the current collector, requiring increased potential to charge the cell, especially at higher C-rates.\(^4\)\(^-\)\(^6\)

When concentration gradients in the electrolyte become increasingly severe during fast charging, particles near the separator experience higher local current densities than those near the current collector.\(^5\)\(^-\)\(^8\) This can lead to solid-state transport limitations within the graphite near the separator, particularly during the charging step (i.e. graphite lithiation). However, it is stressed that insufficient ionic conductivity of the electrolyte is what can cause such unfavorably high localized current densities, and tackling this challenge may be key to facilitating fast charging of thick electrodes. With regard to solid-state transport, Li\(^+\) moves mostly along the planar graphene layers within graphite, with minimal transport in the through-plane direction.\(^9\) As Li inserts into graphite, a staging sequence takes place, where the Li fills layers between graphene planes, giving rise to the naming convention of stages that describes the average number of graphene layers between each Li layer; for example, Stage I corresponds to the fully lithiated LiC\(_x\), with one plane of graphene between each Li plane, and Stage II corresponds to LiC\(_{12}\) with two graphene planes between each Li plane. There is still some uncertainty about the structures that occur between LiC\(_{12}\) and graphite; for example, Senychyn \textit{et al.}\(^10\) characterized 4 phases during lithiation and 7 phases during delithiation, indicating hysteresis between charge and discharge.\(^11\)\(^,\)\(^12\) The stages of graphite are free energy minima, causing phase-separation within the graphite as it is lithiated and delithiated.

Each state of graphite has a unique color\(^13\) which has facilitated optical experiments that confirm co-existence of stages within and between distinct graphite particles, even after long periods of open-circuit.\(^13\)\(^-\)\(^15\) Classical intercalation models requiring application of diffusion coefficients\(^16\)\(^,\)\(^17\) do not capture equilibrium between phases, but phase-field models do, and have recently been experimentally validated at low current densities.\(^13\)\(^,\)\(^14\)\(^,\)\(^18\)\(^,\)\(^19\) During fast charging, where solid-state transport limitations can become significant, intercalation reaction kinetics and local transport are strongly influenced by the concentration of Li within the host graphite.\(^11\) These effects further complicate the modelling of high-rate conditions.

High rate lithiation of graphite is also conducive to Li plating where a lithium ion is reduced on the surface of the graphite rather than intercalated, which can lead to rapid degradation through side reactions with the electrolyte,\(^20\) the products of which can further inhibit transport.\(^21\) Unlike during delithiation where there are favorable conditions enabling the application of high overpotentials to drive high currents,\(^22\) during lithiation the applied overpotential is limited to going below the Li/Li\(^+\) potential, beyond which Li is likely to plate rather than intercalate.\(^23\)\(^,\)\(^24\) During high C-rates, polarization from Ohmic and transport limitations can become severe, leading to the surface potential falling well below the equilibrium potential of 0 V vs. Li/Li\(^+\), resulting in a large overpotential for the plating reaction.\(^3\)\(^,\)\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^20\) The rate and location of Li plating in graphite electrodes is not well understood, and the behavior of plated Li remains uncertain. This uncertainty stems from the challenging nature of capturing and quantifying the spatial dynamics of Li plating. Dismantling the cell to measure plated Li can lead to erroneous interpretations of Li plating because the system continues to be electrochemically, as well as chemically, active after operation is stopped and during the disassembly process.\(^24\) Hence, a non-destructive \textit{operando} approach to quantifying Li is needed.

Li plating has previously been detected \textit{in situ} and \textit{operando} using a range of techniques including visual observations,\(^14\)\(^,\)\(^15\)\(^,\)\(^24\) neutron diffraction,\(^2,\)\(^5\)\(^-\)\(^7\) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),\(^21\) and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR).\(^28\) Electrochemical techniques such as monitoring voltage relaxation\(^25\) and voltage plateaus\(^29\) are also used, but are not yet quantitative nor fully reliable due to challenges in decoupling reversible and irreversible Li plating, as well as heating effects on the cells electrochemistry at high rates.\(^20\)\(^,\)\(^31\) Most \textit{operando} studies to date have been carried out at low temperature (around 0 °C) where kinetics are slow and \textit{operando} techniques that take tens of seconds to minutes, can be used to record the dynamic SOC and plating or stripping of Li.\(^26\)

To date, no \textit{operando} method has quantified the spatial dynamics of heterogenous lithiation and Li plating under fast charge conditions and temperatures between 20 °C and 50 °C.\(^32\) A deep understanding of the behavior of graphite when exposed to high current densities is yet to be achieved, and a detailed description of SOC heterogeneities, conditions necessary for the onset of Li plating, the spatial dynamics of Li plating, and the impact of Li plating on the performance of the cell is needed to help guide the design of electrode materials, electrolytes, and architectures to facilitate extreme fast charging conditions.

Here, high-speed depth-profiling synchrotron X-ray diffraction (XRD) is used to spatially describe lithiation and Li plating dynamics as a function of depth and time under extreme fast charge and discharge conditions of up to 6C (full charge in 10 min) in a thick (101 μm) graphite electrode. The high-energy X-ray source of the ESRF – The European Synchrotron – facilitated carrying out this experiment while the cell was housed in a standard coin-cell format, thus avoiding common concerns of bespoke \textit{operando}-cell designs negatively affecting the cell’s behavior, such as poor or uneven compression and high contact and ionic resistances.\(^33\) With a depth resolution of 3 μm and time resolution of 0.5 s per whole electrode scan, the state of lithiation, concurrent fractions of graphite’s lithiation stages, and Li plating and stripping, are quantified. This provides the first spatial and temporal description of depth-heterogeneities of Li plating, current densities, and SOC during fast charge and discharge conditions at both 6C and 2C. In addition to quantifying the physical state of the system with time, we also describe the rate of change of the system with...
Results and discussion
The impact of electrode thickness and rate
The 101 μm negative electrode was tested in a CR2032 coin-cell (Section S6, ESI†). Capacity analyses and post-mortem photographs in ESI† showed that for increasing rate and thickness of electrode, increasingly severe capacity fade and Li plating occurred. It is suspected that increasingly severe lithiation gradients and heterogeneous exchange current densities for higher rates and thicker electrodes lead to Li plating and capacity fade. The following experiment was designed to confirm this hypothesis and quantify lithium concentration gradients and Li plating/stripping during operation. As the 101 μm electrode displayed the greatest degradation and is the most desired electrode to function effectively under fast charge conditions, due to its high energy density, this work was focused entirely on it. An illustration of the cell design and XRD depth profiling overview is shown in Fig. 1(a–c). The cell was cycled several times, as discussed in the methods section. The first 6C cycle and final 2C cycle will be discussed and compared in this work, for which the current and capacity profiles are provided in Fig. 1(d–g). Electrochemical data on the other cycles are provided in Section S1 (ESI†). The constant current portion of the 6C charge and discharge lasted for about 40 s

Fig. 1  (a) Photograph showing the operando coin cell in place during the experiment. (b) Illustration showing the internal assembly of the operando coin cell. (c) Illustration showing a magnified view of the negative electrode with about 35 point-XRD measurement locations highlighted along the electrode depth, which was captured in 0.5 s. The colored illustration shows a qualitative example of a lithiation gradient. (d and e) Charge and discharge current vs. time plots for the 6C and 2C conditions, and (f and g) charge and discharge capacities (primary y axis) and Li\(_2\)C\(_6\) values (secondary y axis) vs. time for the 6C and 2C charge and discharge conditions.
and for about 1000 s at 2C. We highlight that the cut-off voltage for the 6C step was 4.2 V and for 2C step was increased to 4.4 V. This was to increase the likelihood of Li plating as well as to prolong the constant current step for model validation.

As graphite lithiates, distinct Bragg peaks appear in the diffraction pattern. A video showing the shift of peaks in $q$ (scattering vector length) as a function of depth and time is provided as Movie S1 (ESI†). 2-Dimensional XRD data were azimuthally integrated and the stages of graphite lithiation were quantified. At room temperature and in an equilibrated state, Stage III corresponds to a composition of around ca. LiC$_{30}$, and Stage II and III correspond to ca. LiC$_{12}$ and LiC$_{18}$,$^{35}$ and Stage I to LiC$_{6}$. Multiple phase compositions have been recorded between Stage II and graphite, including Stage III, but are challenging to characterize due to the weak splitting of Bragg peaks.$^{10}$ For this work, everything between Stage II and graphite was considered to be Stage III, but as a best estimate of its exact composition the lithium contribution from Stage III was set to be linear with the $d$-spacing, where the limits were such that a $c$-axis spacing of 6.5 Å corresponded to LiC$_{12}$ and a $c$-axis spacing of 7.05 Å corresponded to LiC$_{18}$; further detail is provided in the Experimental section and ESI.$^{†}$ The estimation of LiC$_{6}$ in Fig. 1f, and in the rest of this manuscript, was determined by summing the Li content from the measured stages of lithiation. Decoupling Stages II and III was not possible due to characteristic diffraction intensity peaks being obscured by peaks from the steel casing and, since we could not distinguish Stage II from III, the exact composition of this stage may lie between LiC$_{12}$ and LiC$_{18}$. A sensitivity analysis was performed in Fig. 1f and g, where we assumed Stage II/III consisted of either entirely LiC$_{12}$ (large dotted lines labelled XRD$_{max}$) or entirely LiC$_{18}$ (small dotted lines labelled XRD$_{min}$), where it was found that LiC$_{6}$ was sensitive to the composition of Stage II/III at the beginning of the charge step, but not very sensitive to the value overall. For the remainder of the manuscript Stage II/III was assigned a composition of LiC$_{12}$. Furthermore, using the graphite lithiation data the current was estimated and correlated reasonably well with the potentiostat current (see Section S5, ESI†) but showed a consistently lower value which indicates that some unfavorable phenomena may have been occurring during operation, such as parasitic side reactions, capacitive effects,$^{36}$ undetected Li-plating, or Li-dendrites in the separator. There was a notable divergence from the potentiostat data at the beginning of the 6C discharge, which is discussed further later in the manuscript.

State of charge and phase heterogeneities

6C charge and discharge. The lithiation state, $x$ in Li$_{x}$C$_{6}$, over depth and time for the 6C charge and discharge steps, is shown in Fig. 2(a and b) and Videos S2, S3 (ESI†) convey the full time-resolved versions with phase fractions. Over the first 400 s during the 6C charge, a ‘lithiation front’ travelling from the separator (frontal region) to the current collector was observed. Operation was paused for about 15 minutes between the charge and discharge step during which the electrode did not fully equilibrate during the open circuit.

As seen in Fig. 2(c), during the first 50 s of the 6C charge step, most of the intercalation occurred near the separator. The lithiation state near the frontal region reached $x \approx 0.6$ before regions beyond 60 μm deep showed any change, indicating a rapid onset of severe polarization. In Fig. 2(e), the contribution to Li$_{x}$C$_{6}$ from the individual stages is presented, i.e. the sum of $x$ from Stage I, $x$ from Stage II/III, and $x$ from Stage III is equal to $x$ from Li$_{x}$C$_{6}$. Initially ($<10$ s), Stage I quickly formed near the separator without a major contribution from Stage II/III and Stage III. With small quantities of Stage I established near the separator, further local lithiation diminished and shifted closer to the current collector forming Stage II/III. After about 100 s, the region closest to the current collector began to transition from graphite into Stage II/III and Stage III, and lithiated until about 500 s before reaching a plateau. Beyond 500 s, only the region closest to the separator underwent any significant change, all of which included transitioning from Stage II/III to Stage I, while the material near the current collector became inactive.

For the 6C discharge step the concentration profile in Fig. 2(d) showed two unexpected features: first, two delithiation shoulders appeared for depths greater than about 60 μm (labelled “Shoulder 1” and “Shoulder 2”), and second, the region between 0 μm and 20 μm did not fully delithiate (labelled as “Residual lithiated phase”). Investigating the cause of Shoulder 1 by exploring the contribution to Li$_{x}$C$_{6}$ from the distinct stages in Fig. 2(f) shows that at depths $>60$ μm, the quantity of Stage II/III increased while Stage III decreased for the first 300 s, and is then followed by a decrease of both. The opposite but equal moles of Li changes in Stage II/III and Stage III lead to an overall plateau in layer average $x$ at those depths. As for why Stage II/III increased, this will be explored in more detail in the section on ‘Local rates of change and estimating current densities’.

Fig. 2(f) can provide further insight into the residual Li feature observed for the first 15 μm from the separator upon discharge. All of the Li that was contributing to a non-zero layer-average value of $x$ at the end of discharge in Fig. 2(d) took the form of the fully lithiated Stage I. This indicates that for the first 15 μm, solely Stage I and graphite existed at the end of the delithiation step. Because the XRD measurements included signal from many particles along the line of sight, we cannot definitively know whether the two phases existed within particles (phase co-existence) or between particles. As seen in a later section on Li plating quantification, Li plating occurred at exactly the depths where this behavior happened, hence the two phenomena are likely to be linked. It is difficult to understand why Stage I graphite always exists where it was found that LiC$_{12}$, over a form of the fully lithiated Stage I. This indicates that for the first 15 μm, solely Stage I and graphite existed at the end of the delithiation step. Because the XRD measurements included signal from many particles along the line of sight, we cannot definitively know whether the two phases existed within particles (phase co-existence) or between particles. As seen in a later section on Li plating quantification, Li plating occurred at exactly the depths where this behavior happened, hence the two phenomena are likely to be linked. It is difficult to understand why Stage I graphite always exists where
Due to the potential difference that existed between LiC₆ and graphite, it's unlikely that the two phases existed solely between well-connected particles, *i.e.* 100% of one particle was LiC₆ and 100% of a neighboring particle was graphite. The most likely explanation is that the Li plating on particles lithiated the frontal region of the graphite while the core of the particles consisted of delithiated graphite. Phase co-existence within a single crystal of graphite has been observed previously.⁸,¹⁴
but only phase co-existence of LiC\(_{12}\) with graphite, or LiC\(_{6}\) with LiC\(_{n}\) has been detected. However, phase co-existence within Li plated particles or phase co-existence during extreme fast charging conditions has not been extensively explored. The consequences of co-existence of Stage I with graphite on the kinetics of subsequent charge/discharge steps are expected to be significant because the lithiation kinetics vary greatly with the Li occupancy of graphite at and near the edge plane; for example, some occupancy of sites improves lithiation kinetics by helping separate the layers for transference of Li.

**2C charge and discharge.** For the 2C charge and discharge, the slope of the [de]lithiation front was not as steep as the 6C discharge case (Fig. 3(a and b)). Still, during 2C charge over half the electrode didn’t reach full lithiation after 1200 s, indicating a severe underutilization of capacity. Underutilization was observed by Wang et al.,\(^{12}\) where even after 1 hour of 0.8C charge, less than 75% of the graphite reached LiC\(_{6}\) for commercial electrodes that may have been thinner than that studied here. For a similar cell composition, but with a 58 \(\mu\)m thick graphite electrode, Mao et al.\(^{38}\) observed around 80% charge acceptance during the constant voltage charge step. Thus, for a 101 \(\mu\)m thick electrode <70% charge acceptance is within expectations, but there may have been other factors that limited its lithiation such as its operating history i.e. Li plating and side reaction products clogging pores, or the relatively high internal resistance of the *operando* cell design.

The dynamics of phase transitions greatly differed between 2C and 6C as seen in Fig. 3(c–f). During 2C charge, a shoulder in the \(x\) in Li,C\(_{n}\) plot in Fig. 3(c) occurred, where the lithiation of the 50 \(\mu\)m closest to the separator reached a plateau at \(x\approx 0.5\). The composition at this plateau mostly consisted of Stage II/IIL and Stage III, as shown in Fig. 3(e). Upon reaching these phases, the lithiation appeared to have stopped near the frontal region, and proceeded to deeper regions for about 200 s, thereafter returning to the frontal region to complete the lithiation from Stage II/IIL to Stage I, as seen from the Stage I plot in Fig. 3(e).

This switch in depth of lithiation, from lithiating the frontal region to a deeper region, and then back to the frontal region, was related to a free energy barrier associated with the transition from Stage II to Stage I where the overpotential necessary to overcome this barrier was not achieved temporarily at the frontal region.\(^{16}\) Instead, deeper regions were lithiated, and when the applied overpotential further increased and the deeper regions became more lithiated, the frontal region became thermodynamically favorable for lithiation to Stage I. This did not occur for the case of 6C operation, which may be due to the applied potential being higher and sufficient to overcome the free energy barrier required for the transition from Stage II to Stage I to occur at the frontal region. This phenomenon highlights the importance of including Gibbs free energy paths necessary to reach certain lithiation stages in models, paths that are mostly non-linear and can involve overcoming barriers necessary to transition from one phase to another. As an example of how standard Newman models do not capture some of the features observed in the XRD data, a direct comparison between a Newman model prediction and the XRD data is provided in Section S8 (ESI).

Upon discharge, a rapid delithiation of the region close to the separator occurred which mostly consisted of the transition from Stage I to Stage II/IIL and Stage III, as observed in Fig. 3(f). The deeper regions near the current collector were inactive for the first 400 s as the delithiation front progressed from the separator deeper into the electrode. It was only after about 500 s that significant change in the concentration of the electrode close to the current collector occurred, a phenomenon observed even at 2C discharge. Similar to the 6C discharge, but to a lesser extent, some residual lithium was present at the region close to the separator at the end of 2C discharge which consisted of Stage I, as seen in Fig. 3(f). In addition, a slight increase in the amount of Stage II/IIL near the current collector was observed at 400–600 s.

**Time-resolved spatial quantification of Li-plating**

Li metal was detected (as the diffraction pattern of metallic Li) within the cell upon the first 6C charge step. The diffraction signal was weak so, to reduce the impact of noise, the data was binned for 3 depth and 5 time points, hence a spatial resolution of 9 \(\mu\)m and a temporal resolution of 65 s (for the whole electrode due to there being 13 s between each line-scan), to improve the signal for quantitative measurements. In Fig. 4a, color maps of Li weight percent (wt%) are presented, for which the corresponding error maps are provided in Section S7 (ESI) and show that the error was around 1 wt% for all points. The XRD signal became increasingly noisy at regions approaching the current collector, where peak fitting was not reliable. Hence, for quantifying the total Li mass and its corresponding capacity, only the regions below the white line in Fig. 4a were considered.

During the 6C charge step, up to about 7 wt% of Li was quantified at the frontal region which increased (plated) for the first 700 s as indicated by arrow 1, and then decreased (stripped) to about 4 wt% from 700 s to 1200 s as seen in Fig. 4b. As expected, Li plating occurred mostly near the separator due to the reaction gradients previously observed, where particles near the separator were exposed to much higher current densities and overpotentials than those near the current collector. Significant Li plating was only observed within the first 20 \(\mu\)m from the separator, the sum of which amounted to around 1–2% of the total capacity of the graphite electrode (Fig. 4c). The increase and decrease of Li at the frontal region for 6C charge in Fig. 4b indicates that even though the graphite electrode was still being lithiated, the rate of stripping eventually exceeded the rate of plating during the lower currents of the constant voltage step. Li plating and stripping have been observed before\(^{26,28}\) and it has been predicted that as Li plates it concurrently strips from both the outer (electrolyte side) and inner (graphite side) interfaces;\(^{39}\) inner stripping further lithiates its host graphite, and outer stripping lithiates other particles via the electrolyte.\(^{26}\) This demonstrates that, even with *in situ* techniques, quantifying Li plating immediately after operation, *i.e.* during the relaxation period,\(^{25,39}\) may not
capture the full picture of plating, since both plating and stripping were likely to have occurred during the charging process itself. Since current was still being applied, we could not decouple graphite lithiation that stemmed from Li stripping and lithiation that stemmed from normal operation, i.e. from the positive electrode. However, as seen previously, after 400 s most lithiation occurred at depths $<40 \mu m$ with increased intercalation closest to the separator. This would be consistent with the regions of influence of Li plating where the plated regions ($<20 \mu m$) would lithiate fastest due to inner
stripping, and neighboring regions (20–40 μm) would lithiate from outer stripping via the electrolyte, or via Li in the electrolyte sourced from the positive electrode.

A full cycle occurred between the 6C charge and discharge step shown in Fig. 4, hence the discontinuity between the quantities of Li plating. However, during 6C discharge, little change in the Li plating occurred, perhaps indicating that the reversible portion of Li plating had stripped before the discharge step initiated, where the residual Li plating was inactive and thus its quantity not changing. During the 2C charge, plating became increasingly severe, reaching about 4% of the electrode’s capacity and as the charge step continued to 500 s the Li plating reached deeper into the electrode, as indicated by arrow 2, while the frontal regions plateaued. During the 2C discharge step, the Li plating at regions >20 μm decreased [arrow 3 in Fig. 4a], while the frontal regions remained almost constant [arrow 4], further indicating that there may have been irreversible Li plating near the separator.

Local rates of change and estimating current densities

The spatial dynamics of composition and phase transitions during 6C and 2C rates were quantified by measuring the overall rate of lithiation (Δx in Li_xC_6 divided by Δtime) as shown in Fig. 5 and 6. The respective rates of change of the distinct stages were also quantified and are presented in the form of Δx in Li_xC_6 from the change in the quantity of a particular stage; that is to say, the sum of Δx from Stage I, Δx from Stage II/III, and the Δx from Stage III, equals the overall Δx in Li_xC_6. The color bars in Fig. 5 and 6 were set such that any change opposite in direction to the overall change (e.g. negative Δx during lithiation and positive Δx during delithiation) appears dark blue.

Comparing the plots for 6C and 2C shows that the spatial dynamics of lithiation and delithiation were very different. During 6C charge, a higher rate of change occurred compared to the discharge (Fig. 5a and c). Exploring the phases involved in this high rate of change in Fig. 5b shows that all of that change consisted of forming Stages II/III and III, without any observed change in Stage I. It was only when the rate of formation of Stage II/III began to decline, did the change of Stage I increase, as seen around the dashed black line in Fig. 5b. This was likely related to the physical phenomena that caused the shoulder in Fig. 3(c) where the potential difference needed to overcome the free energy barrier necessary to transition from Stage II to Stage I wasn’t achieved until well into the 2C charge step. For the 6C charge step, activation of the transition to Stage I was much sooner due to the necessary overpotential being reached much sooner, and the delayed transition from Stage II to Stage I was not observable by simply looking at the values of Li_xC_6 in its counterpart 6C plot in Fig. 2(c).

During the 6C charge, there were also unexpected exchanges between Stages II/III and III at depths > 40 μm, as pointed out in Fig. 5b. Close inspection of the Stage II/III and Stage III plots in Fig. 5b shows that a significant increase of Stage II/III occurred before Stage III as pointed out by arrows 1, despite Stage III being the logical first step upon lithiation. It’s possible that Stage III did not exist due to the system being in a non-equilibrium state, or perhaps its fleeting presence was missed due to an insufficient temporal resolution of measurement.
At 6C there was a high Li injection flux, and although the transport of Li in graphite and Stage III is expected to be fast,\textsuperscript{13} it may not have been fast enough to evenly distribute the Li. A front consisting of a phase boundary of Stage II/IIL and graphite may have formed, bypassing Stage III. This front eventually homogenized, causing a decrease in diffraction signal from Stage II/IIL and an increase in signal from Stage III, as observed and indicated by arrow 2 in Fig. 5b where a negative change (dark blue) of Stage II/IIL is seen with concurrent positive change of Stage III. The relaxation from Stage II/IIL to Stage III within a bulk electrode has previously been seen with neutron imaging\textsuperscript{27} and is thermodynamically favored. At depths from 50 \(\mu\)m to 100 \(\mu\)m at around 400 s in Fig. 5b, there was also a sudden transition from Stage III to Stage II/IIL followed by a relatively slight reversal as indicated by arrow 3. It is unclear whether this feature is related to the normal operation of a cell, but rather it might have been caused by an anomalous occurrence such as a gas pocket shifting and exposing more surface area of graphite for lithiation.

During the 6C discharge, the peak rate of local change of \(\text{Li}_x\text{C}_6\) was significantly lower than during charge, as seen in Fig. 5c. It is also notable that during 6C discharge the total current calculated from the graphite lithiation states was significantly lower than the potentiostat data for the first 200 s (see Section S5, ESI\textsuperscript{†}). A large overpotential was applied during the first 200 s to draw the high current, and due to high-transport resistance caused by the relatively low diffusion coefficient of graphite in its \(\text{LiC}_6\) stage,\textsuperscript{41} it may have been more favorable to draw electrons from corrosion or other side reactions within the cell during this time rather than from the graphite. In general, for each depth, there was also a longer window of time in which the system was changing, indicating hysteresis. At depths of \(<50 \mu\)m over the first 100 s, most delithiation was associated with a decreasing presence of Stage I, as seen in Fig. 5d. A corresponding increase in lower lithiation states, as Stage I gives to II/IIL and III, was not strongly observed and is perhaps indicative of a rapid transition from Stage I to graphite of the frontal regions during the 6C constant current discharge. Within the first 200 s at depths \(>50 \mu\)m, an increase in Stage II/IIL and corresponding decrease in Stage III occurred as pointed out by arrows 1. This was unexpected because the material at those depths appeared to be lithiating rather than delithiating. A possible explanation for this is that the electrode was increasing in temperature due...
to ohmic heating from concurrent flow of electrons from delithiation of material near the separator. Extensive heating is a well-known occurrence during high rate operation with internal temperatures of commercial cells sometimes exceeding 50 °C. At elevated temperatures, it is more thermodynamically favored for concentrations close to LiC$_{12}$ to take on a crystal structure akin to Stage II, hence with increasing temperature Stage III regions might have transitioned to the Stage II structure without any change in Li concentration. Furthermore, such heating may have improved transport in both the solid and liquid phases, accelerated equilibration of phases throughout the electrode, and helped reduce the extent of Li plating through enhanced kinetics. After about 600 s of discharge, some activity occurred near the region close to the separator that consisted of periods of lithiating and delithiating as seen at arrows 2 in Fig. 5(c), and upon inspection of respective phase behaviors in Fig. 5d it was seen that the activity consisted solely of Stage I. This is likely related to the residual Stage I observed at the end of the discharge and perhaps to the presence of Li plating. One hypothesis is that, at lower currents during the constant voltage step, the graphite grains that were in immediate contact with the Li plating

The equivalent quantitative dynamics for the 2C charge and discharge are presented in Fig. 6. During the 2C charge, a similar lithiation front moved from the separator to current collector over time, albeit with less magnitude of change. Periods of local delithiation (shown as dark blue) were observed during the charge step in Fig. 6a, which followed from periods of local lithiation as indicated by arrow 1. As the summed Li$_x$C$_6$ was observed to continuously increase, the local periods of delithiation may have occurred due to charge balancing, which is seen in the repeated trading between Stage II/III and Stage III, as indicated by arrows 2 in Fig. 6b. Unlike for the 6C charge, where Stage II/III appeared before Stage III during lithiation, for the 2C charge Stage III occurred well-before Stage II/III, indicating that the solid phase sub-particle polarization was not as severe. The dotted grey lines show where Stage II/III and Stage I start to form. During 2C discharge in Fig. 6c, the length of time during which most delithiation occurred within the first 20 µm from the frontal region almost tripled compared to the 6C case, from about 200 s to almost 600 s. Exploring the activity

Fig. 6 Colormaps showing the rate of change of $x$ in Li$_x$C$_6$ ($\Delta x/\Delta t$) as a function of time and depth (top) and the contributions to that change from the distinct stages (bottom) for (a and b) 2C charge and (c and d) 2C discharge. Arrows labelled with equal numbers point to the same features during that cycle, and the dotted grey line is used as a reference time for observing phase transitions.
of the distinct stages in Fig. 6d, it also appears that most of the Stage I material within the first 30 μm transitioned directly to Stage III or graphite, as pointed out by arrows 1. Similar to 6C discharge, activity occurred between Stages II/III and III at regions >50 μm over the first 200 s as indicated by arrows 2. However, rather than an absolute increase in Stage II/III and decrease in Stage III, as observed in Fig. 5d, in the case of 2C in Fig. 6d, the presence of Stage II/III and III seemingly fluctuate in accordance with each other. This may have been due to less heat being generated at 2C, reducing the extent of equilibration resulting in a moderate redistribution of lithium in a stochastic manner. As the delithiation front traveled deeper into the electrode in Fig. 6c, local delithiation for any particular depth was substantially longer than its 6C counterpart. Fluctuations between Stages II/III and III were also characteristic of this delithiation front, as seen in Fig. 6d. Finally, similar to the 6C case, some lithiation was observed at the graphite near the separator, as highlighted by arrows 3, which was likely connected to local Li plating.

The above quantifications of lithiation change were used to estimate the current density experienced by the graphite particles; that is, the current per unit surface area of the graphite. This is not to be confused with the current per unit area of the electrode sheet, as is often used.\(^4\) An estimate of the current density on the surface of the graphite was made by using the specific area of the graphite that was provided by the manufacturers (0.89 m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\)) for the volume of graphite within each of the 3 μm steps of the beam. The current density estimates for the 6C and 2C charge and discharge steps are provided in Fig. 7, and should be considered with some caveats; for example, it is assumed that current is homogeneous across the surface of the particles, that the specific area of the graphite is true for all depths into the electrode, that all surfaces of the graphite are accessible to Li-ions from the electrolyte, and that all particles are equally used for a particular depth i.e. homogenous electrical and ionic resistances.

The highest estimate for current density during the charge step in Fig. 7a and c was ca. 1.5 mA cm\(^{-2}\) during 6C and ca. 1 mA cm\(^{-2}\) for 2C. The local current density did not scale linearly with the C-rate, indicating that the rate of transport of Li into the particles was not constant, where it is likely that at 6C the electrolyte and solid phase was transport limited. Such a transport limited system, along with a likely negative over-potential vs. Li, would have created favorable conditions for Li plating. Upon discharge in Fig. 7b and d, the maximum current densities were lower, about −1.3 mA cm\(^{-2}\) and −0.5 mA cm\(^{-2}\) for 6C and 2C respectively.

**A discussion on future applications of depth-profiling XRD for analyzing fast charging phenomena**

Having demonstrated high-energy XRD with 100 Hz measurements and a resolution of 3 μm, a plethora of new opportunities for understanding the limitations associated with, and effective solutions to, Li plating and transport limitations arise. For the
same electrode, there remains other operating conditions that could present new insights into its function, such as operation at low rates (e.g. 0.1C) to explore whether any transport limitations occur during overnight charging conditions, as well as examining the efficacy of strategic charging methods such as pulse charging or step charging in mitigating lithiation gradients and Li plating, and separately for exploring how lithiation gradients and Li plating change upon switching to open circuit. There are also opportunities to explore the efficacy of preventative measures for mitigating Li plating, like charging at elevated temperatures which is known to help enhance kinetics, improve transport of lithium in both solid and liquid phases, and help prevent Li plating. There is much to be explored on lithiation kinetics at various temperatures, including at sub-zero temperatures, to simulate charging during winter conditions in high-latitude regions. Finally, electrode architectures can be designed to reduce lithiation gradients and Li plating by reducing the tortuosity and distance travelled by ions to reach the graphite host through various means. There may also be opportunity for optimizing electrode compositions (e.g. conductive carbon and binder) or the morphology and crystal architecture of particles. Having undergone a recent upgrade, The European Synchrotron is expected to soon facilitate faster imaging and higher resolution than demonstrated here, thus creating ample opportunity for applying similar experimental conditions to compare the response of next generation fast charging electrodes and cells to their conventional counterparts.

Conclusions

High-speed XRD depth profiling was carried out on a 101 μm thick graphite electrode to quantify the spatial and temporal state of the electrode and concurrent Li plating during high rate (up to 6C) conditions. Extreme lithium concentration gradients were observed through the depth of the electrode during both 6C and 2C charge and discharge conditions. Local extents of lithiation were also divided into the fractional presence of lithiation stages, including Stage III, Stage II/III and Stage I. During charging at both 6C and 2C rates, only the half of the electrode depth that was closest to the separator reached Stage I. Periods where both full lithiation near the separator (Stage I) and no lithiation (graphite) near the current collector concurrently occurred shortly after 6C and 2C charge steps were initiated, demonstrating severe polarization caused by transport limitations through the liquid electrolyte.

The evolution of the distinct lithiation stages was quantified at each depth, providing insight into the lithiation state distribution. The high free-energy barrier for Stage II to transition to Stage I was observed to have influenced the lithiation behavior of the electrode during both 6C and 2C charging. For example, when the electrode near the separator reached Stage II/III, further local lithiation slowed, and the lithiation front progressed to deeper regions, bringing those regions to a similar lithiation state, and then lithiation of the frontal regions resumed with the transition from Stage II/III to Stage I. Furthermore, there was extensive evidence of phase co-existence observed within single depths and phase co-existence of Stage I and graphite was observed after the electrode was fully delithiated at regions where Li plating was present. The Stage I and graphite continued to co-exist for at least 800 s, where solid-solution models would predict that the phases relax to some intermediate concentration. Li plating was shown to affect the equilibrium state of particles, which has raised questions for how the performance of graphite particles will be influenced by Li plating; for example, whether the plating hinders or improves further (de)lithiation, and how the transport properties of graphite are affected by the presence of plating and co-existence of LiC₆ with graphite.

Asymmetric behavior was observed within graphite between charge and discharge with higher local current densities being observed during charge. At the beginning of discharge, regions close to the current collector appeared to take on a stage associated higher lithiation, which is thought to have been caused by Ohmic heating increasing the temperature and widening the stability window of the Stage II structure to include other concentrations close to LiC₁₂ without any overall change in local lithiation. Fluctuations between Stage II/III and Stage III were observed at distinct depths as the delithiation process continued and at 2C, regions that were initially occupied with Stage I transitioned directly to Stage III, by-passing Stage II/III. Phase-field modelling methods have predicted asymmetry, and it is expected that this dataset will provide opportunity to validate such models.

In summary, we have provided a detailed experimental description of the response of a graphite electrode to fast charging and discharging conditions as well as a description of the onset of Li plating and stripping. The data presented in this work are expected to guide and validate modelling efforts for predicting fast charge and discharge behaviors. Finally, having demonstrated this technique and an easily built functioning operando cell design, this presents opportunities to investigate the efficacy of other electrode chemistries such as positive electrodes, and electrode designs with innovative architectures, in sustaining high rates. Furthermore, using different operating conditions, the non-equilibrium behavior of electrodes could be monitored in real time to validate phase and kinetic behavior within intercalation materials.

Methods

Electrode properties

A full cell with commercially relevant electrodes was used for this work to accurately capture conditions that may exist in actual field applications, such as during fast charging of electric vehicles. High-energy density electrodes were selected for this investigation. The positive electrode consisted of 90 wt% ECOPRO LiNi₀.₆Mn₀.₂Co₀.₂O₂ (NMC622) with 5 wt% Timcal C45 and 5 wt% Solvay 5130 PVDF. In its dry state, the coating thickness was 112 μm on a 20 μm thick aluminum foil. The coating loading was 30.24 mg cm⁻² with a density of...
2.70 g cm\(^{-3}\) and a porosity of 34%. The areal capacity of the electrode was 4.60 mA h cm\(^{-2}\). The diameters for particle size distribution were \(D_{10} = 8.4\) µm, \(D_{50} = 11.0\) µm, and \(D_{90} = 14.4\) µm. The negative electrode consisted of 91.83 wt% Superior graphite SLC1520P with 2 wt% Timcal C45, 6 wt% Kureha 9300 PVDF Binder, and 0.17 wt% oxalic acid. SLC1520P is a long-life graphite blend used for energy applications such as in electric vehicles, and is also a blend that is being explored within United States Department of Energy (DOE) research programs. In its dry state, the coating thickness was 101 µm on a 15 µm thick copper foil. The coating loading was 13.97 mg cm\(^{-2}\) with a density of 1.38 g cm\(^{-3}\) and porosity of 36.2%. The diameters for particle size distribution were \(D_{10} = 11.03\) µm, \(D_{50} = 16.94\) µm, and \(D_{90} = 26.76\) µm.

**Operando cell design and operating conditions**

The objective of this experiment was to capture phase heterogeneities, such as lithiation states and Li plating, as a function of depth and time during fast charging. This work was carried out at ESRF – The European Synchrotron – at Beamline ID15A which specializes in fast high-energy XRD with small (<1 µm) beam sizes. Depth profiling with XRD necessitated a cell with a small diameter to avoid broad diffraction peaks and ensure high accuracy of phase identification. An operando cell was constructed to facilitate 6C charge and discharge conditions in a relevant operating environment for high-spatial resolution XRD (Fig. 1a and b)). The cell was based on a standard CR2032 coin cell, but the typical stainless steel spacers were replaced with aluminum ones for increased X-ray transmission, and borosilicate paper was used to center a negative electrode of 3.97 mm diameter (ca. 0.68 mA h capacity) and a positive electrode of 4.76 mm diameter (ca. 0.81 mA h capacity) inside the casing, as shown in Fig. 1b. Some Li\(^+\) may have alloyed with the Al but is likely to be minimal due to the relatively long distance an ion would have had to travel to circumnavigate the electrodes. A Celgard 2320 polymer separator was used, and the entire cell was soaked in electrolyte consisting of 1.2 M LiPF\(_6\) in EC : EMC (3 : 7). Before exposure to the beam, the cell underwent two formation cycles at a constant current of C/10 between 2.8 V and 4.2 V. Several cycles were carried out with constant current followed by about 20 minutes of constant voltage: 2 cycles of 6C charge and 6C discharge cycles between 2.8 V and 4.2 V, 1 cycle of 3C charge and 3C discharge cycle (not discussed here) between 2.8 V and 4.2 V. Finally, a 2C cycle was applied which consisted of 2C constant current to 4.4 V followed by constant voltage at 4.4 V for 60 minutes. The voltage was increased to 4.4 V for the final 2C cycle to prolong the constant current step which we considered to be important for future modelling efforts and to create more favorable conditions for lithium to plate. Furthermore, this helped overcome the high ohmic resistance of the cell for a more complete lithiation of the electrode. The discharge step consisted of 2C constant current to 2.8 V followed by constant voltage at 2.8 V for 60 minutes. The 6C and 2C cycles are discussed in this work. All cycle data is provided in Section S1 (ESI†).

**XRD and data processing**

X-ray diffraction was carried out at beamline ID15A at ESRF – The European Synchrotron. 46 Prior to XRD measurements, the cell was aligned using X-ray radiography to position the electrode surface parallel to the X-ray beam. This was ensured by measuring the apparent thickness of the electrode in radiography – any thickness larger than 101 µm indicating that the electrode (or cell) was not aligned perfectly parallel to the beam path. Depth profiling measurements consisted of 35 point-scans 3 µm apart starting just adjacent to the Cu negative current collector and ending adjacent to the separator, thus ensuring that each line-scan encompassed the entirety of the electrode (Fig. 1c). The window of measurement was thus 105 µm along the thickness; for the 101 µm thick electrode, the final two measurements at 102 µm and 105 µm may have been capturing a dynamic front due to the swell and contraction associated with lithiation and delithiation. However, as Qi et al. 47 highlight, lithiation-induced swelling may not translate proportionally into an increase in coating thickness due to some expansion narrowing the pores and instead decreasing porosity. Therefore, since the electrode only reached around 50% state of charge, it is not expected that the active material moved outside the 105 µm window, albeit there may be some measurement error associated with a travelling electrode front within and between the final 2 XRD measurements (at 102 µm ad 105 µm). The individual points were taken at 100 Hz, where each depth scan took ca. 0.5 s. A pause of 12 s was included between each depth-scan to reduce the quantity of data gathered. An exposure time of 0.005 s and a monochromatic 72.1 keV beam, with beam size of 2.5 µm x 8 µm (\(V \times H\)), were used with a Dectris Pilatus3 X CdTe 2M (Dectris, Baden, Switzerland) high-energy photon-counting detector. Rietveld refinement was carried on the integrated diffraction patterns using LiC\(_{30}\), LiC\(_{12}\), LiC\(_{6}\), graphite, and Li phases to quantify their mass fractions, for which all wt% measurements had an error of around 1 wt%, i.e. low error. Details on Rietveld refinement are provided in ESI†. The output mass fractions were used to calculate all quantities provided in this manuscript, the steps of which are provided in ESI†. Images and videos were made using MATLAB.
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